Computerway Food Systems - Innovative Solutions for the Food Processing Industry

With more than 30 years of experience in the food processing industry and
specialized teams of developers, technicians and project managers, CFS is the
leader in integrated systems.
We are developing exciting new software and hardware solutions to enhance the
efficiency of Sizing, Production, Inventory, Shipping and Receiving Systems.

Computerway Products for Further Processing
R7 Production, Inventory, Shipping
State-of-the art plant floor production and inventory control
system designed specifically for the food processing
industry. Computerway systems across the US and
Canada are proof of the reliable and accountable systems.
Weigh and Label product
Palletize for Real-Time Inventory
Manage Shipping - Picking Orders, Shipping Documents and In-Plant Displays
to monitor activity
Configure and automate Reports
Increase Recall and Traceability

Packaging Materials Inventory

Receive materials against POs/Manifests to achieve a real-time
inventory of packaging. Identify and reduce variance/loss and
improve FIFO and reorder efficiency.

Traceability - Recall
The horizons of Recall in food processing are always expanding.
CFS systems track cases/pallets from production to the
customer and can link packaging materials to finished goods.

There are many more systems solutions available. Call us to discuss
your operations. [336.841.7289]
PT-Process Tracking: Traceability and efficiency for further processing
operations
Corporate Q: Enterprise level inventory and traceability across multiple
facilities
QC-Quality Control: Product testing and data recording
Interfaces: Variable ERP connections across multiple platforms
Learn More or Contact Us Today

Sizing Systems and Solutions for Production
The WOLF ISS (Integrated Sizing System) from
Computerway is the most technologically advanced
concept in overhead sizing line controls ever built. The
Wolf Integrated Sizing System can control more sizing
lines with greater capacity and superior overall accuracy
and unmatched reliability. This revolutionary system can
dramatically impact plant efficiency and profitability.

Learn More or Contact Us Today

CFS 24x7 HelpDesk
Computerway HelpDesk provides around-the-clock
assistance for operations, allowing maximum
efficiency with CFS Systems. HelpDesk Technicians
are available 24x7 for production, shipping, processing
support. Support call details are logged for trending
and reporting access. The HelpDesk connects daily to
CFS servers to pull system logs and alert System
Administrators of any issues. On a monthly basis, the HelpDesk pulls 'core data'
from each CFS system to store as an extended option in the event of disaster
recovery.
For more than 15 years, CFS HelpDesk has kept shipping docks rolling, supported
shift supervisors through the night, enabled Plant Manager awareness of system
usage and procedure violations, prevented system failures, performed database
maintenance and restored systems after failure.
The CFS HelpDesk is more than a support desk.
It is Critical System Security and Reliability.
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